Inauguration 2005

Nation Unsure, Hopeful About Bush, Poll Finds
President begins second term without a clear mandate to lead the country, according to a Post-ABC News poll.
- Richard Morin and Dan Balz
- Poll Trends | Complete Poll Data

Terror Warnings Lowered
Facility intelligence and dated information led to customs leading up to Jan. 20.
- Dan Eggen and Sari Horwitz
- Inaugural Venture: Rooms for Rent
- Laugh, Tears Ahead? Street Crowds

Rice to Outline Foreign Policy
Hearing today for the first black woman nominated to be the secretary of state.
- Reuters

Zhou’s Death Unsettles China
Leaders weigh paying respects against erupting debate on Tiananmen Square.
- Philip P. Pan

Catholic Archbishop Freed
Car bomb kills one in Iraq; borders will be closed for election.
- Fred Barbash
- Iraqis in U.S. Register for Vote

Fraud Cases Focus Up Top
Executives who led troubled companies are fighting to stay out of prison.
- Carrie Johnson and Brooke A. Masters

Area Closings and Delays
Bites Cold Poems School Numbers
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